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Titan Core Equity 
No. of Holdings Benchmark Beta 

28 MSCI ACWI 0.81x 

 

Strategy Description 
Titan Core Equity seeks to outperform the MSCI ACWI (global equity index) over the long term (3 years) on an annualized 
basis.  The investment process and filter focuses in on profitability and valuation, which can lead to overweighting different 
sectors and/or factors based on where the best opportunity resides.     
 
All firms held in the strategy go through an Adjusted Present Value (APV) model to provide further conviction in the firm’s 
ongoing profitability as well as ability to capture market opportunities in terms of escalating growth or wider margins.  
Sensitivity analysis is also conducted on each holding to understand the margin of error each holding has relative to the 
perceived value of the firm. 
 
Lastly, qualitative inputs are considered such as the management of the firm, number of substitutes, network effect, buyer 
power, supplier power, and overall competition.  This brings together profitability, valuation, and whether the company 
management can continue to execute in its current fashion.     

 

Ongoing Trends 
 Overweight Cash: Given the overall valuation of the global equity market relative to projected earnings paints an 

elevated valuation picture at best.  Couple this with historically low interest rates being offered to firms who 
otherwise would have gone bankrupt if not for the FOMC and Cares Act highlights an environment marked by moral 
hazard.  Lastly, as the selloff from February to March took place, the only safe place was cash.  

 

 Overweight Information Technology: Growth from online shopping, mobile advertising, cybersecurity, digital 
wallets, blockchain technology, and cloud migration all serve as positive catalysts for specific subsectors of 
technology.  In addition, technology has turned into a “need-based” service for both consumers and businesses, 
which has been incredibly apparent during COVID.  
 

 Overweight Cybersecurity: Cybersecurity spending is only going to accelerate as firms gravitate towards the cloud 
and employees work from home.  This will take the shape of increased spending on firewalls, endpoint security, and 
data encryption.  Lastly, no firm wants to be caught in headlines for losing customer data to hackers and will pay a 
premium to ensure that does not happen. 
 

 Overweight Consumer Staples: The COVID panic highlighted that consumers will gravitate towards packaged goods.  
In addition, the lack of restaurant openings and social distancing will force consumers to rely more on goods at 
home.  Lastly, consumer staples tend to carry higher dividend yields than average given their slow growth, but 
predictable cash flow.  This elevated dividend will be leaned on by bond investors looking for any sort of yield. 

 

 Underweight Financials: The current rate environment is just not ideal for banks.  The relatively flat yield curve is 
keeping a floor on deposit rates while consumers demand lower loan rates.  Thus, bank net interest margins get 
pinched.  In addition, trading is increasingly being done online and not through a broker.  By limiting interest margin 
and removing trading revenue, banks in general have a foggy outlook at best. 

 

Specific Changes 
 SELL: Booking Holdings (BKNG) – The increase in new COVID cases around the world will limit international travel as 

countries continue to enforce travel bans.  These bans will most likely be one of the last hurdles removed as the 
global economy reopens and will continue to weigh on the financials of the firm.     
 
Current Share Price - $1,670.28          Projected Share Price - $1,460.45 

 
 SELL: Delphi Technologies (DLPH) – Early in the year BorgWarner announced it was buying out management at a 

~60% premium.  However, management drew down a line of credit as COVID arrived and jeopardized the deal.  This 
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resulted in new terms that kept the buyout in place, but at a smaller premium.  Shares now largely reflect this 
premium and will simply correlate to BorgWarner, assuming the deal does not fall apart.     
 
Current Share Price - $13.88          Projected Share Price - $13.88 
 

 SELL: Nike (NKE) – Despite shares trading at a discount to valuation, the outlook is incredibly murky when factoring 
in COVID and the resulting apparel market.  Early indications highlight consumers prioritizing consumables, 
healthcare, and technology all the while apparel taking a back seat.  This unfortunate trend is exacerbated by less 
and less consumers visiting their local malls.       
 
Current Share Price - $96.99          Projected Share Price - $116.34 
 

 SELL: Cabot Oil & Gas (COG) – Natural gas prices continued to move lower through 2020 despite consumers 
sheltering-in and the perception gas would see an uptick in demand.  This lack of price realization will most likely 
continue to see headwinds as the economy reopens and oil prices rise.  A rise in oil production will result in more 
natural gas production (given gas pockets around oil reserves) and act as a headwind against price and the firm.   
 
Current Share Price - $17.03          Projected Share Price - $17.26 
 

 SELL: S&P Global Inc. (SPGI) – Management has done a fantastic job with shares rising ~30% YTD as the markets 
remain in the red.  However, this is simply a valuation issue as the tailwinds that have benefitted the firm are pricing 
in perfection.  This perfection will require a robust economic environment, yet stable to low interest rates.  While 
the FOMC action may result in this scenario, it seems unrealistic given COVID.   
 
Current Share Price - $352.72          Projected Share Price - $273.29 

 

 SELL: Applied Materials (AMAT) – Management showed resilience in the face of COVID with semiconductor demand 
remaining robust.  However, other areas in the IT space have emerged that trade at a significant discount compared 
to their cash flow and exhibit the same product portfolio.  In addition, the 30% exposure to China will ultimately be 
a blessing or a curse as trade wars remain in the background.    
 
Current Share Price - $63.49          Projected Share Price - $60.32 

 
 SELL: Inuit Inc. (INTU) – The CARES Act provided businesses the ability to delay tax filings, which weighed on the 

seasonal profile of the firm.  Expenses will remain elevated through Jul. 15 to service this tax extension and keep 
margins limited.  In addition, management has exposure to small business, which is incredibly opaque at the 
moment as many firms have been forced to file bankruptcy.   
 
Current Share Price - $307.91          Projected Share Price - $258.13 
 

 SELL: Paychex Inc. (PAYX) – Management made it a point to target micro employers prior to COVID as they tended 
to carry the highest margin on a per client level.  However, COVID is having the most effect on micro employers and 
has created a significant headwind to new business.  In addition, the sheer amount of unemployment claims is 
creating a situation where employers seem to be pulling back on PEO plans.   
 
Current Share Price - $72.28          Projected Share Price - $77.23 

 
 SELL: Skyworks Solutions Inc. (SWKS) – The firm has done a fantastic job expanding into new industries and 

equipping the 5G industry.  However, this story largely comes down to price and Apple.  Shares have been resilient 
and now see little upside all the while Apple is its largest customer, which is already the largest holding.  Thus, 
despite a solid company it is overvalued and redundant.     
 
Current Share Price - $132.73          Projected Share Price - $126.17 

 

 SELL: Visa Inc. (V) – The digital wallet will continue to grow and only accelerate as consumers are forced to shop 
from their computer.  Shares are undervalued, but the shares of MasterCard are even more so.  This largely comes 
down to MasterCard having more exposure to emerging markets who still lean on cash currency for transactions.  
This is a well-run company, however, it simply comes down to upside and MasterCard affords more of that upside.   
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Current Share Price - $192.21          Projected Share Price - $363.20 
 

 BUY: NVR Inc. (NVR) – Low interest rates and fear of COVID in metropolitan areas is driving consumers to either buy 
a home in the suburbs or Millennials to finally move out of that apartment.  Despite orders for new homes taking a 
step back in March and April, the backlog remains at its 2019 level with management further insulated with a large 
cash position.         
 
Current Share Price - $3,331.42          Projected Share Price - $3,218.57 
 

 BUY: Kimberly-Clark Corp. (KMB) – COVID highlighted the demand for basic paper products from feminine hygiene 
to diapers.  Management leads the pack in these paper based products all the while growing in emerging markets as 
their newborn population rises.  This industry is even further entrenched by products showing little elasticity 
providing management the ability to raise prices in the face of high demand.  
 
Current Share Price - $148.08          Projected Share Price - $142.64 
 

 BUY: Pepsico Inc. (PEP) – Despite COVID, snack and soft drink sales are up 5% and 3%.  This highlights that not only 
consumer relying on the grocery more, but also targeting snack food that might otherwise be eaten at restaurants.  
In addition, snacks carry 3x the margin of soft drinks and as they continue to outpace soft drinks, management will 
see margins expand.      
 
Current Share Price - $134.22         Projected Share Price - $103.27 
 

 BUY: C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc. (CHRW) – Volumes for trucks is rising at 7.5% in the face of COVID as e-
commerce is taking market share at an accelerated rate.  AMZN has noted they are at max capacity and will have to 
lean on truck brokers to help fill the void.  Factor these two tailwinds in with management cutting costs and 
embracing automated trucks, paints a strong outlook.     
 
Current Share Price - $80.37         Projected Share Price - $101.48 
 

 BUY: Motorola Solutions Inc.  (MSI) – When most think radios, most think of a legacy technology.  This is a fair 
argument, but does not change the fact that municipal emergency services rely on this technology.  In addition, the 
growth in surveillance around the world is driving equipment demand.  This is further rounded out by shares trailing 
peers and providing one of the few value opportunities in technology.   
 
Current Share Price - $132.13         Projected Share Price - $160.14 
 

 BUY: NetApp Inc. (NTAP) – Management is the #1 provider of multi-cloud data storage.  COVID has accelerated the 
trend from software and hardware to the cloud with little signs of slowing.  In addition, Management employs AFA 
that are in high demand to equip at home computers to store and process company data.       
 
Current Share Price - $47.76         Projected Share Price - $68.43 
 

 BUY: Xilinx Inc.(XLNX) – FPGAs are getting more and more traction as ICs are increasingly being used more in sectors 
such as technology and being introduced to industrial sectors.  The ability to manipulate existing IT infrastructure 
rather than buy a whole new computer chip can save firms millions of dollars.  Factor this cost savings in with an 
environment punctuated by COVID, highlights consumers as well as businesses looking for the least costly option.        
 
Current Share Price - $99.28         Projected Share Price - $104.88 
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Portfolio Changes 
 Underweight Non-$ Exposure - ~45% of the ACWI revenue is generated from countries outside the US.  Titan Core 

Equity generates ~36.3% of revenue from overseas.  In addition, the 45% generated from non-US firms is 
concentrated in technology.  Thus, Titan’s Core Equity not only has an overweight to technology, but has done so on 
the back of technology weighted more in the US. 

 

 Decreased Mega Caps – Titan Core Equity still carries a negative factor of 0.51 factor to US Size, which is indicative 
of the strategy’s mild overweight to small firms in the ACWI.  This largely comes down to value between large cap 
and small cap.  Small cap is currently trading at ~10% discount compared to large cap despite both segments trading 
above their historic ranges.     
 

 Reduced US Growth – Titan Core Equity carries a 0.27 factor to US Growth, which continues to fall since inception.   
This change largely has to do with the relative value US Value firms are currently exhibiting over US Growth firms.  
This has resulted in an overweight to staples as KMB and PEP have been added to existing holdings MO, HSY, and 
CL.  In the event COVID comes roaring back these names are expected to be fairly resilient.   
 

 Overweight US Hardware – The largest holding in the portfolio is AAPL and this holding alone is resulting in an 
overweight to US Hardware.  Nonetheless, an overweight still exists on the software side as well.  These two over 
weights largely create a barbell approach around COVID.  One of the main tenants taken away from the initial wave 
was staples and technology being the lesser evil.  This ultimately highlights that not only food, but now technology 
is just a much a need for our everyday lives. 
 

 Removed Apparel – There are currently no apparel names held given the lingering effects of COVID.  In the event 
COVID continues to act like a cloud over the economy, apparel and discretionary items will most likely remain the 
lowest priority for consumers.  In addition, even if a vaccine is discovered, consumers were already shopping more 
and more online.  This has resulted in more competition and less margin for the apparel industry.          

 

 Increased Dividend Yield – The overweight to consumer staples pushed the portfolio dividend yield to just shy of 
1.50%.  This inherently highlights the shift into more stable cash flow profiles such as KMB.  This increase in stability 
is what will relatively hold up better in the event COVID causes the economy to re-enter a full or partial shutdown.   
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Titan Core Fixed Income 
Sectors Benchmark Maturity 

Treasury, MBS, Credit, Floating US Bloomberg Barclay’s Govt/Credit Index 1 – 10 Years 

 

Strategy Description 
Titan Core Fixed Income is an income-producing strategy that invests in a wide range of fixed income products all 
denominated and issued by US firms.  Specific emphasis is given to current interest rate levels, shape of the yield curve, and 
overall leverage levels. 
 
All fixed income investments are made with the number one priority being safety of principal.  Thus, credit evaluation is top 
of mind and the first barometer used in determining any individual or ETF credit vehicle.  Secondly, investments are 
considered for their ability to generate above risk free income without violating the first principal. 
 
This is achieved by combining top-down macro evaluations in conjunction with bottom-up fundamental research of the fixed 
income environment and specific firms.  This creates an optimal allocation between fixed income classes as well as individual 
bonds that achieve the two stated principals.   
 

 

Ongoing Trends 
 Inline Duration – Interest rates continue their path of least resistance, which is lower.  Overnight rates are back 

down to 0% and the 10YR Treasury sits at a historic low of 0.70%.  The actions taken by the FOMC has resulted in 
the yield curve steepening (difference between overnight and 30YR rates increase) and has provided an incentive to 
increase duration for the sake of yield.  Thus, Titan’s Core Fixed Income duration of 4.04 is largely in line with the 
benchmark duration of 4.13.   
 

 Overweight US Bank Loans – The Fed’s action to cut interest rates overnight is leaving little on the table in terms of 
yield.  In addition, the actions to backstop US credit and municipals is providing a safety net across the entire fixed 
income spectrum.  This safety net plus the floating rate component of bank loans provide a unique payout.  Given 
interest rates are at the perceived lower bound of 0%, they cannot go lower, but could rise on a vaccine, 
strengthening economy, less unemployment, etc.  If rates do rise bank loans will see their yields increase and the 
underlying loan itself will benefit.   

 

 Inline Weight to Securitized Products – Falling interest rates and a dovish FOMC is setting the stage for a strong 
housing market despite unemployment remaining above 10%.  This strength provides the catalyst to retain the 
exposure to high quality mortgage backed securities.  These are not Alt-A or Subprime mortgages, but high quality 
mortgages that offer a mild increase in yield above the US Treasury curve.    

 

Portfolio Changes 
 Barbell US Treasury and Investment Grade Credit – Credit spreads remain elevated prior to COVID.  This is providing 

an opportunity to target high quality credit on the short end of the curve where the FOMC has depressed yields all 
the while targeting US Treasuries where the curve is steepest.  This approach serves two approaches: provide a yield 
above the benchmark assuming the status quo remains in effect and provide a significant allocation in US Treasuries, 
which was one of two safe places to be in March. 

 

 Removed High Yield – Despite high yield spreads remaining wide this asset class did not get the same treatment 
from the FOMC.  The FOMC is largely targeting high quality bonds and seem to hope this action sends a statement 
that credit flow remains liquid.  This largely creates two problems: first, this is no guarantee credit will in fact 
continue to flow.  Consider that a large portion of the high yield market is energy and the price of oil does not bode 
well for that space.  Second, this creates moral hazard.  If the FOMC sets the precedent that it will be there as a 
safety net why not take out even more debt?  This incentive is very dangerous and one of the main reasons to avoid 
this space for now. 
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Titan Opportunties 
No. of Holdings  Benchmark ETF Exposure  

8 ACWI 23.3% 

 

Strategy Description 
Titan Opportunities seeks to identify mispricings in the global market.  This spans all company sizes in the US as well as 
overseas.  In addition, ETFs are employed to take advantage of more macro related mispricings while also maintaining 
liquidity at the portfolio level.   
 
Investments are made by incorporating aspects of Both the Core Equity and Fixed Income approach.  Specific factors are 
expected to maintain a certain quantitative level while also incorporating the macro forces that may influence a given 
investment.   

 

Ongoing Trends 
 N/A 

 

Specific Changes 
 SELL: Royal Caribbean (RCL) – Cruise liners are still stuck at port racking up overhead costs while COVID cases are on 

the rise.  It seems unlikely of an entire economic shutdown, but it also seems like cruises would be the last thing 
consumers would want to partake in.  In addition, RCL is not a US firm and politicians are not in the market of 
providing indirect bailouts to non-US firms.   Despite some value being on the table the sheer downside is the 
concern.     
 
Current Share Price - $49.52          Projected Share Price - $52.63 

 
 BUY: Southwest Airlines (LUV) – The airline industry in general is in shambles, albeit showing signs of life.  LUV not 

only has one of the best balance sheets, but some of the widest spreads and healthy fleets.  As air travel comes back 
online it will most likely being with domestic travel before international.  This domestic bias will be a tailwind to LUV 
as it is a US based airline and stands at the forefront of benefitting from this trend.     
 
Current Share Price - $31.86          Projected Share Price - $52.41 
 

 BUY: Zuora (ZUO) – This publicly traded company has only been on the market for 2 years, but stands in a favorable 

place.  As everything from utility bills to clothes (Stitch Fix) is shifting to a subscription model, ZUO stands as the 

expert in this shift.  The expertise in subscription pricing, orders, rating, accounting, and payments will make the 

software a must have in an increasingly subscription based world.       

 
Current Share Price - $12.80          Projected Share Price - $21.31 

 
 BUY: Pacifica Biosciences (PCRX) – The fears or surgeries being cancelled in the face of COVID were shortsighted.  

Management continues to grow at over 10% as Exparal is now being used for orthopedic surgery and C-sections.  

Not only are indications on the rise, but management is benefitting from the positive PR around non-opioid use.  

This all comes with $700B of cash on the balance sheet and only $350B worth of obligations in the next 3 years.     

 
Current Share Price - $56.54          Projected Share Price - $119.25 
 

 

Portfolio Changes 
 Overweight US Value – Titan Core Equity already has a growth tilt given the exposure to names such as AAPL, FB, 

and MA.  However, value relative to growth is pricing at a historic discount.  This discount is being motivated by the 
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strength exhibited by Technology and weakness from Banks.  How long this dislocation can last is the question, but 
at the very least demands some exposure given the historic opportunity.  

 

 

 

 

 

References: 

Bloomberg Anywhere 

Disclosures: 

 

Titan Investment Management LLC is a registered investment adviser located in ZIONSVILLE, IN. TIML may 

only transact business in those states in which it is registered or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from 
registration requirements. 

Information presented is for educational purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the 
sale or purchase of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies.  Investments involve risk and 

unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed.  Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser, tax 
professional and/or legal counsel before implementing any strategy discussed herein.  

 
This presentation is limited to the dissemination of general information regarding TIML’s investment advisory 
services. Any client examples were hypothetical and used to demonstrate a concept.  

 
Past performance is not indicative of future performance.  Any performance shown for the relevant time 

periods is based upon composite results of a TIML portfolios. Portfolio performance is the result of the application of 
the TIML’s investment process. The composite includes [insert description, for example, all accounts managed by 

RIA FIRM NAME]. 
Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance of any specific investment, 

investment strategy (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended by TIML), or product 
referenced directly or indirectly in this presentation, will be profitable.  Different types of investments involve 

varying degrees of risk, & there can be no assurance that any specific investment or investment strategy will 
suitable for a client’s or prospective client’s investment portfolio. 

 
Readers of the information contained on this Document should be aware that any action taken by the 

viewer/reader based on this information is taken at their own risk. This information does not address individual 
situations and should not be construed or viewed as any typed of individual or group recommendation. Opinions 

and statements are based on the current market conditions are subject to change without notice.  We believe the 
information provided is reliable but should not be assumed to be accurate or complete.  The views and strategies 

described may not be suitable for all investors. TIML used displays, charts, graphs and formulas to discuss market 
conditions and a variety of holdings – these are not intended to be used by themselves to determine which 

securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them.  Such charts and graphs are date sensitive and offer limited 
information and are not appropriate to rely on for investment decisions.  

 
Backtested Performance Disclosure Statement 
Backtested performance is NOT an indicator of future actual results. There are limitations inherent in hypothetical 
results particularly that the performance results do not represent the results of actual trading using client assets, 

but were achieved by means of retroactive application of a Backtested model that was designed with the benefit of 
hindsight. The results reflect performance of a strategy not historically offered to investors and do NOT represent 

returns that any investor actually attained. Backtested results are calculated by the retroactive application of a 
model constructed on the basis of historical data and based on assumptions integral to the model which may or 

may not be testable and are subject to losses. 

 
Backtested performance is developed with the benefit of hindsight and has inherent limitations.  
  

https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/advisors/market-insights.html
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Specifically, Backtested results do not reflect actual trading, or the effect of material economic and market factors 
on the decision-making process, or the skill of the adviser. Since trades have not actually been executed, results 

may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity, 
and may not reflect the impact that certain economic or market factors may have had on the decision-making 

process. Further, backtesting allows the security selection methodology to be adjusted until past returns are 

maximized. Actual performance may differ significantly from Backtested performance. 

 
Model portfolio performance is not shown net of the model advisory fee of 1.00% the average fee charged by Titan 

Investment Management LLC, and gross of trading costs based on our Custodian TD Ameritrade. Performance does 
not reflect the deduction of other fees or expenses, including but not limited to brokerage fees, custodial fees and 

fees and expenses charged by mutual funds and other investment companies. Performance results shown include 
the reinvestment of dividends and interest on cash balances where applicable. The data used to calculate the 

model performance was obtained from sources deemed reliable and then organized and presented by Titan 
Investment Management LLC. 

 


